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Introduction

The notion minimal selfjoinings (MSJ for short) was invented by D. Rudolph
[Rul] as a tool for producing counterexamples in ergodic theory. For example,
if a measure preserving transformation T has MSJ then it is prime (that is, it has
no nontrivial factors), and it commutes only with its powers. The first example
of a transformation with MSJ, constructed by Rudolph in [Rul], is a variation
of D. Ornstein's rank I mixing construction [0]. Ornstein had already shown
that rank I mixing implies a trivial commutant. Later, K. Berg [B] showed that
rank I mixing transformations are prime. Berg's argument actually shows more:
that rank I mixing transformations have 2-jold MSJ. Rudolph's construction in
[Rul] is considerably more difficult. However, it is widely conjectured that 2-fold
MSJ implies MSJ, at least for rank I mixing transformations. In particular, J.
King (unpublished) has recently shown that 4-fold MSJ implies MSJ.

Another well~known transformation with MSJ is the Chacon transformation.
This transformation was originally constructed by R. Chacon (cf. [FrD as a con
crete example showing that weak mixing does not imply mixing (a similar but
slightly different construction appears in [CD. A. del Junco [11] showed that the
Chacon transformation is prime and has a trivial commutant, and it was later
shown to have MSJ by del Junco, Rahe and Swanson [JRaS]. Related results were
obtained by A. Fieldsteel [Fi].

MSJ can also be studied in flows. A flow analogue of the Chacon transforma
tion, called the Chaconf!ow, was studied by del Junco and Park [JP] and shown
to have a flow version of the property MSJ. M. Ratner [Rt] had already shown
that some horocycle flows on surfaces of constant negative curvature satisfy a
weaker version of MSJ for a flow. In particular, the horocycle flow hi is iso
morphic to each of its rescalings hal, where a '* 0 is a fixed real number. On the
other hand the Chacon flow c l is not isomorphic to any of its rescalings. The re
sulting stronger property satisfied by the Chacon flow is called minimal rescale
joinings.
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The theory of minimal self joinings is part of a more general theory of join
ings which also includes H. Furstenberg's theory of disjointness [Fu] and the in
teresting result of W. Veech [V] about prime transformations. The framework for
such a general theory was established in the context of actions of locally compact
groups by del Junco and Rudolph [JRu], who studied the general properties of
actions satisfying a property called simplicity, which is slightly more general than
MSJ. However, in spite of the general theory, up to now, the only concrete ex
amples which have ever been studied have been Z and R actions.

The purpose of this paper is to construct a class of simple (and MSJ) actions
of the group Z2 = Z X Z (pronounced "z-two", as in R2), and to obtain a fairly
complete theory of joinings within this class. The actions in this class are the nat
ural 2-dimensional analogues of the Chacon transformation. They are produced
by a 2-dimensional rank 1 cutting and stacking construction. We call them Chacon
Z2 actions.

We will now summarize our main results:
(1) Chacon Z2 actions are weakly mixing but not mixing.
(2) Chacon Z2 actions have MSJ. In particular they are totally ergodic, have

a trivial commutant and are prime.
(3) Suppose the Chacon Z2 action oC is generated by the two measure pre

serving transformations T and S. Let A E GL(2,Z) be an automorphism
of Z2,

det(A) = ± 1.

Consider the Z2 action oC 0 A obtained by "composing" with A (this is the
action generated by Tasc and TbS d

). Then for every nontrivial A, oC and
oC 0 A are disjoint and, in particular, not isomorphic.

(4) Chacon Z2 actions satisfy the appropriate Z2 generalization of the prop
erty minimal power joinings (cf. [JRu]) and minimal rescale joinings (cf.
[JP]).

Some of our results follow from the general theory of [JRu], once we have es
tablished MSJ. However, many others depend on specific algebraic and geomet
ric properties of the group Z2. Unlike either of the groups Z or R, the group Z2
has nontrivial closed subgroups which are not co-compact and, moreover, it has
a much larger group of automorphisms. These facts lead to the existence of many
interesting phenomena which have only weak analogues for Z or R actions.

1. Notations and set-up

A Lebesgue probability space is the pair (X, p,), where X = (X,ill) is a standard
Borel space and p, is a Borel probability measure. Let G be a locally compact
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abelian group. A measure preserving action oC of G on (X,Jl) is a measurable
mapping (g,x) --+ oCgx: G x X --+ X, where G is given its usual Borel structure,
such that:

(i) for each g E G, oC g is a measure preserving transformation on (X,Jl), and
(ii) oCgoC h = oC gh .

We will assume that the action is effective, that is:
(iii) if oC g = Id (Jla.e.) then g = the identity in G.
If G = Z2 = Z X Z, let T= oC(I,O) and S = oC(O,1). Then Tand S are a pair of

commuting measure preserving transformations. Conversely, any ordered pair
(T,S) of commuting measure preserving transformations generates a Z2 action
by oC(n,m) = Psm. We will identify the action with the pair,writing oC = (T,S).

For each k = 1, ... ,r let oCk be a measure preserving action of a locally com
pact abelian group G on a Lebesgue probability space (XbJlk)' Let p be a mea
sure on the product Borel space Y = Xl X •.. X X r • For (k l , ..• ,k,} c (1, ... ,r},

let Pk
1

, ••• ,k{ denote the projection of P to X k X ... X X k. These measures are
called the marginals of p. A measure p on Y which is oC I x··· X oCr invariant
and such that Pk = Jl, k = 1, ... ,r, is called ajoining of oCl>' .. ,oCr' A joining P
is called ergodic if P is an ergodic measure for the product action oC l x ... X oCr.
The actions are called disjoint if the only joining is the product measure p =

Jll X •.. X Jlr' The case r =2 is the case encountered most often. If two actions
are disjoint then clearly they are not isomorphic and have no common factors
[Fu].

If for all k = 1, ... ,r in the above, we take oCk = oC, X k = X and Jlk = Jl, then
a joining p is called an r-fold selfjoining of oC. Suppose S is a Jl preserving trans
formation of X such that

for all g E G.

We say S is in the commutant of oC and write S E C(oC). Let Sl"" ,Sr E C(OC).
There is a unique r-fold self joining p of oC which satisfies

(1. I}

for all AI>' .. ,Ar C X. Such a joining is called an off diagonal joining. More
generally, suppose we partition the coordinates into several classes such that the
marginal of p on each coordinate class is off diagonal. If p is the product of these
marginals then p is said to be a product ofoffdiagonal joinings. One case of this
is the product joining p = Jl X •.• x Jl. If p is a product of off diagonal joinings
and for each Sk in n.l) there exists gk E G such that Sk = oC gk , then p is a prod
uct of trivial off diagonal joinings.

If every ergodic r-fold self joining of an ergodic G action oC is a product of off
diagonal joinings, then the action is said to be r-fold simple. An action is simple
if it is r-fold simple for every r ~ 2. If every ergodic r-fold self joining of oC is a
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product of trivial off diagonal joinings, then the action £ is said to have r-fold
minimal selfjoinings. An action has minimal selfjoinings if it has r-fold mini
mal self joinings for every r ~ 2. We will often abbreviate the phrase "minimal
self joinings" by "MSJ".

Here are some facts, mostly proved in [JRu], which will be useful later on.
Clearly MSJ implies simple. Simple actions either have totally discrete spectrum
or are weakly mixing. Actions with (2-fold) MSJ are always weakly mixing, are
prime and have a trivial commutant. Furthermore, any two (2-fold) simple G ac
tions are either isomorphic or disjoint.

A G action £ is called totally ergodic if for every g ::1= id the transformation
£8 is ergodic, and totally weakly mixing if each £8 is weakly mixing. Although
for G = Z or G = R weak mixing implies total ergodicity and total weak mixing
(every closed subgroup of Z or R is co-compact), this is not true in general. Ex
ample 4.1 provides a counterexample for Z2. However, we have the following:

Lemma 1.1. If a G action .£ is effective and has 2-fold MSJ, then it is to
tally ergodic and totally weakly mixing.

Proof. Let (B denote the Borel a-algebra on X and suppose T = £8, g ::1= e,
is not ergodic. Let ac (B denote the a-algebra of Tinvariant sets. For h E G and
A E a let B = £hA. Then TB = T.£hA = £hTA = £hA = B so that B Ea.

Thus £ha = a. Since MSJ implies £ is prime, (B = a and £8 = id, contradict
ing effectiveness.

Now suppose T = £8 is not weakly mixing and let a be the a-algebra corre
sponding to the pure point spectrum factor of T. Suppose f(Tx) = r..f(x) and
hE G. Then (fo £h)(Tx) =f(T£hX) = r..f(£hX) = r..(fo £h)(X) so thatf=fo
£h by uniqueness. This implies that a is £ invariant and the proof is completed
~~~. .

2. The basic construction of the Chacon Z2 action e
In this section we will construct a prototypal example of what we will call a Cha

con Z2 action. We will denote this action bye. Later in §4 we will describe the
general case of the construction as a modification of the parameters of the con
struction given here.

The action e is constructed inductively by a generalization to the Z2 case of
the familiar method "cutting and stacking" (cf [Fr]). The action will be defined
on a Lebesgue space (X,IL), where X denotes a Borel subset of the unit interval
[0,1), IL denotes the restriction of Lebesgue measure to X, and IL(X) = 1. The ba
sic outline of the construction is as follows: Let us suppose that at the beginning
of construction step n + 1 we are given two one-to-one commuting piecewise linear
Lebesgue measure preserving transformations Tn and Sn, defined on subsets en

and D n of the interval [0,1). In step n + 1 we define new transformations Tn+1
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and Sn+1 (of the same type) on sets Cn+1and Dn+l , where Cn C Cn+1and Dn C
Dn+l , such that Tn+1and Sn+1 agree with Tn and Sn on Cn and Dn. We suppose
furthermore that

(2.1)

and we define a pair of commuting one-to-one Lebesgue measure preserving trans
formations for p. almost every x E [0,1) by Tx = Tnx and Sx = Snx for any n
sufficiently large that x E Cn nD n • It follows that T- 1 and S-I are also defined
p. almost everywhere, so that the pair e = (T,S) defines a measure preserving Z2
on (X,p.), where Xc [0,1) with p.(X) = 1.

Now we will be more specific about the choices involved. Let us suppose by in
duction that at the beginning of step n + 1 we have an n-block (or n-tower) Bn ,

which consists of a collection

(2.2) (Lij = [pt],q[;>: i,) =0, ... ,hn - 1)

of h; subintervals of [0,1) of length In = qi'} - Pi'}, together with maps

(2.3) Tn: Lij -+ L7u+l),

for i:5 hn - 1 and} < hn - 1, and

(2.4) Sn :Lij -+ L'(i+I)}'

for i < hn - 1 and} :5 hn - 1, which are defined by

(2.5)

and

(2.6)

Tnx = x + P;"u+1) - Pi'}

We will suppose moreover that the complement of the union of intervals in Bn ,

denoted B~. satisfies B~ = [O,un ), where

(2.7)

For the first step, step 0, we put ho = 3 and 10 = (1/9) (1 - uo) - 4/423 where

(2.8) Uo = 43/47.

It follows from (2.2) that Bo consists of nine intervals (L80,L&I>'" ,L~I>L~2)'

each of length 10 • and so that (2.7) is satisfied for n =0. Using (2.5) and (2.6) we
define To and So to satisfy (2.3) and (2.4). This determines Co and Do.

In order to help visualize the induction step, we let [Pm qn) denote an arbi
trary interval of length In, and identify Bn with the set

(2.9) [pn,qn) X (O, ... ,hn -1) x (O, ... ,hn -1),
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where, in particular, Lij is identified with [pn,qn) x Ii} x U}. By (2.3) and
(2.4), the position of an interval of Bn in the model (2.9) determines its image
under Tn and Sn' Namely, Tn maps intervals to the right, and Sn maps them up.

The induction step (step n + 1) proceeds as follows. We define

(2.10)

and

(2.11) In+l = (1/9)ln.

We cut each of the intervals Lij into nine equal subintervals, L7/, . .. ,L7/, such
that for each k

(2.12) T. L n,k - Ln,k and S Ln,k - Ln,kn ij - (i+!)j n ij - i(j+!)'

for all 0 :5 i,j :5 hn - 2. By (2.10), these intervals have length In+!' We denote the
collection {L7/: i,j = 1, ... , hn} by B:. In the model (2.9) of Bn, B: is a slab
through Bn , perpendicular to the intervals in Bn , with thickness 1/9 the thickness
of Bno We call B: the k'th sub-block of Bn.

The next task is to assemble Bn+1> which by induction should consist of h;+!
intervals of length In+!' These intervals are obtained from two sources:

(i) The nine sub-blocks B~, ... ,B~ of Bn provide 9h; intervals of length In+! .
(ii) We cut 6hn + 1 intervals E~+!,E~+!, ... , E~~n! of length In+! (called

spacers) from the right-hand end of [O,un).
In particular, (ii) is possible by (2.7) and (2.11), and by (2.10), 9h; + 6hn + 1 =
h;+!, so that together (i) and (ii) provide the correct number of intervals for

Bn+!.
These h;+! intervals are assembled into Bn+! by a process called stacking. We

first identify B: with

[pn+l,qn+!) X {a:, ... ,a:+hn-l} x {b:, ... ,b:+hn -lJ,

where qn+! - pn+! = In+! and the numbers a: and b: are chosen according to
Table 2.1.

The choices of a: and b: imply that the sub-blocks B: fit together as disjoint
parts of the n + 1 block Bn+! in the model (2.9). The remaining positions in Bn+!
are filled in an arbitrary way with the 6hn + 1 spacers E~+!, ... ,E~~n!. Using the
order imposed by the representation (2.9) of Bn+1> we renumber all the intervals
as Lij+!, 0 :5 i, j < hn+!, and use (2.5) and (2.6) to define Tn+! and Sn+!' It fol
lows from (2.12) that these agree with Tn and Sn on en and Dn. This construc
tion, of Bn+! from the sub-blocks B: of Bn, is illustrated by Fig. 2.1.

It remains to show that (2.7) holds for Un+ I> and that (2.1) has been satisfied.
For (2.7) it suffices to show that Un > 0 for all n. Since ho = 3 and (2.10) implies

(2.13) hn = (712)3 n - (1/2),
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TABLE 2.1

k

7

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

o
hn + 1

2hn + 1
o

hn + 1
2hn + 1

o
hn

2hn + 1

o
o
o

hn + 1
hn

hn + 1
2hn + 1
2hn + 1
2hn + 1

step n + 1

• Bn +, =

B7 B8 B9n n n

B4 B6
n n

B5n

B' B2 B3
n n n

Fig. 2.1.

and (2.11) implies In = (1/9)nlo, we have, using (2.8),

n

Un = Uo - ~ (6hk +1)/k/9
k=l

n

= Uo - (1/81)(1 - Uo) ~ [21· (1/3)k + 2· (1/9)k],
k=l

so that

(2.14) lim Un = (47/4)uo - (43/4) = 0,
n~oo

by our choice of uo. This implies Un > 0 for all n, since Un is decreasing. To see
(2.1) we note that the complement of en (or D n) consists of the interval [0, un)

together with hn intervals of length In. It follows from (2.14) and the general for
mulas for hn and In that the total Lebesgue measure of these intervals converges
to o.

Proposition 2.1. The action e is ergodic and weakly mixing but not
mixing.
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Proof. Since there is a single block Bn at each construction step the action
e is a rank-l Z2 action (cf. [J2] for the Z definition). The usual proof that rank-l
implies ergodicity (cf. [FrD carries through in this case to show that e is ergodic.
The proof that e is weak mixing but not mixing is the same as for the Chacon
transformation (cf. [CD. In particular, the proof of weak mixing shows that any
eigenfunction is constant. •

3. The ergodicity of T, S, TS and TS-1

In this section we will show that the transformations T, S, TS and TS- 1 are
ergodic. We will prove the ergodicity of T in detail. The ergodicity of S can be
shown in the same way, and the ergodicity of TS and TS- 1 can be shown by the
same principle.

We say the n-block Bn approximates a subset E within a if there exists a
sub-collection (1 of (0, ... ,hn - I) x (0, ... ,hn - I) such that

p,( U LijliE) < a·p,(E)
(i,})E(J.

and

By choosing a small enough, we may assume that 2·#(1·ln > p,(E). Hence we
have #(1 > p,(E)l2ln •

Lemma 3.1. Let E be an arbitrary subset of X. If Bn approximates E
within a, then for any integer t,

Proof. We let (1' = (i,j) E (1:p,(Lij n EC) > t·a·ln }. Since
p,( U (i,})E(J. LijliE) < a' p,(E) and the sets Lij are disjoint,

~ p,(LijnEC) <a·p,(E).
(i,})E(J.

Thus

#(1'·t·a·ln < ~ p,(LijnEC)< ~ p,(LijnEC) <a·p,(E).
(i,}) E(J.' (i,}) E(J.

Hence we have

#(1' a'p,(E) I p,(E) 21n 2-< .-<--.--=-
#(1 t·a·ln #(1 - t·ln p,(E) t' •
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We say that a level Lij is "{-E-good if

9

(3.1)

(3.2)

Sometimes we just say Lij is E-good (EC -good) if "{ is clear from the context.
If Lij is neither E-good nor EC-good we say that the level is bad. What the pre
vious lemma says is that, given € > 0, there exists n such that most of the levels
in Bn, except for a fraction €, are either €-E-good or €-Ec-good.

Lemma 3.2. If a level Lij is "(-E-good, then each sub-level L':/ must be at
least 9"{-E-good.

Proof. If there exists a ko such that

p,(L':/o n EC) > 9"{'ln/9,

then

a contradiction. •
Lemma 3.3. Let a < 1/100 and {3 :5 a be given and let the level Lij be

a-E-good. Then there exists k such that if we divide the levels into 9k equal sub
intervals, both of the following are satisfied:

(i) (1 - 3a) ·9k subintervals are either {3-E-good or {3-EC-good,
(ii) at least (1 - Sa) ·9k of the subintervals are {3-E-good.

Proof. We find k so that 9k equal sub-levels approximate E nLij and EC n
Lij within a{3. If we choose t = [1/a] in Lemma 3.1 then the proportion of sub
intervals which are neither {3-E-good nor {3-Ec-good is smaller than 2/[1/a] :5

3a. Hence (i) follows. If there are less than (1 - Sa) ·9k subintervals which are
{3-E-good, then at least 2a' 9k subintervals are (3-Ec-good. Therefore,

p,(LfJ. n EC)
a> IJ

- p,(Lij)

This is a contradiction.

(1 - (3) ·9-k ' II (LfJ.) ·2a·9k

~ t"'n IJ =2a(1-{3).
p,(Lij)

•
We remark that the first part of the lemma is true even in the case that Lij is

not a-E-good. In the following lemma, RJ dentoes the j'th row of levels in the
n-block: RJ = U~~I Lij. We also consider the sub-rows RJ·k = U~~~I L':/. We
say a row is good if all of the levels in the row are good.
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Lemma 3.4. Let E be an invariant set under T. For any n, there exist no
two consecutive rows RJ and RJ+l such that RJ is a-E-good (a-EC-good) and
RJ+l is a-EC-good (a-E-good) , where a < 1/100.

Proof. Suppose such rows exist. For each k = 1, ... ,9 it follows from
Lemma 3.2 that the sub-rows RJ·k and R;+~ are 9a-E-good or 9a-Ec-good re
spectively. We consider the next (n + I)-block, Bn+ 1• By our construction we
note that for 0 :5 j < hn ,

(3.3)

(See Fig. 3.1.)
Since T hn+ 1Rn,4 = Rn,51 and Rn,4 is 9a-E-good Rn,51 has to be 9a-E-good (be-j j+ , j , j+

cause Eis invariant under Thn). This is a contradiction since the sub-row R;11
cannot be both 9a-Ec-good and 9a-E-good for any a < 1/100. •

Hence we can conclude that between any a-E-good and a-EC-good row there
exists at least one bad row. Now we are ready to prove the main theorem.

Theorem 3.5. For the Chacon Z2 action e = (T, S) the transformation T
is ergodic.

Proof. We assume that T is not ergodic and denote the invariant set by E.
Without loss of generality we may assume that J.t(E) > 1/2. We will show that
for some large N there exist two consecutive rows, one of which is )'-E-good and
the other )'_Ec-good for some)' < 1/100.

Since the levels of the n-blocks generate the a-algebra (e is rank 1), there ex
ists n so that Bn approximates E and E C within 1/105

• By Lemma 3.1, at least
98010 of the levels in (f are 1/103-E-good. Also at least 98010 of the levels in (fC

are 1/103-Ec-good. Since E is invariant under T, we note that if L~j is 1/103-E

good for some io, then Lijis 1/103-E-good for all 0:5 i <hn • That is, if one level

h

o

+ j + 1;1 .---.----._.- -.---
Fig. 3.1.
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is good then the whole row containing the level is good. Hence in the n-block
B n , 98070 of the rows are either lI103-E-good or lI103-Ec-good.

Let AJ,.h denote the union of rows RJ"RJ,+I>'" ,RJ2' where RJI is E-good (or
EC-good), RJ2 is EC-good (or E-good), and the rows RJI+ 1"" ,R'h-' are all bad.

We take N sufficiently large that:
(i) BN approximates E and Ec within 1I(l06hn ), and

(ii) 9N -
n sub-levels of LOll and L Oh satisfy Lemma 3.3 respectively for a =

{3 = 11103
•

There are 9N - n n-blocks in BN • By Lemma 3.1 the proportion of bad levels

(neither lI103-E-good nor lI103-EC-good) is smaller than 2I(l03·hn ). We note

that if a level is bad, then the whole row containing the level in BN is bad. In
particular if a level in BN is bad, and the level is contained in an n-block Bn then

the whole row in the n-block is bad. Let p be the number of n-blocks in the N
block which have at least one bad level (i.e. one bad row). We have at least p' hn

bad levels in BN • If we compute hN in terms of hn , we have by (2.13)

hN = 3N - nhn + (l12)(3 N - n + I)

:::; (5/4) ·3 N - n hn ,

so that hJ;. :::; 2· 9N
-

n
• h;;. Hence we have

p·hn #{bad levels} 2
2·9N - n ·h;; < hJ;. < 103·hn '

so that p < (4/103 ) • 9N - n • In other words, the proportion of the n-blocks in the

(n + I)-block which have at least one bad level is less than 4/103
•

By Lemma 3.3 there are at least (l - 5/103 )9N
-

n n-blocks (in the N-block)

which have E-goodi] rows and at least (l - 5/103 )9N
- n n-blocks with EC-good

iz rows. On the other hand there are (l - 4/103
) ·9N

-
n n-blocks which have no

bad rows. Hence there are at least (l - 2I1OZ
) ·9N

-
n n-blocks, each of which has

no bad rows but has row il E-good and row iz EC -good. We call these n-blocks
good n-blocks. It is clear that in a good n-block there exists at least one pair of
consecutive good rows, one of which is E-good and the other is EC -good. There

fore there are two consecutive good rows in BN , one of which is E-good and the
other of which is EC-good. This contradicts Lemma 3.4. •

Definition 3.1. A vector (p,q) E Z2 will be called a unit vector if p and
q have only the values 0, 1 and -1. A unit vector will be called a non-zero unit

vector if (p,q) *" (0,0).

Definition 3.2. Let.£ = (T, S) be a Z2 action. .£ is semi-totally ergodic if
for each non-zero unit vector (p,q) E Z2 the transformation TPSq is ergodic.

Theorem 3.6. The Chacon Z2 action e = (T,S) is semi-totally ergodic.
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Proof. The ergodicity of T implies the ergodicity of T- I • The ergodicity of
S follows from the same argument. It remains to show that TS and TS- I are
ergodic. For this we note that the proof of the ergodicity of T is based on the fact
that

That is, in the direction of T, the j'th row in Rn,4 is mapped to the (j + 1)-st
row in Rn,5. The ergodicity of TS can be shown using

(see Figure 2.1). Similarly, we can prove TS-I is ergodic.

Note. It is possible to show by a cumbersome generalization of this argu
ment that e is totally ergodic. Instead, we will show below that e has MSJ which
implies total ergodicity and total weak mixing by Lemma 1.1.

4. The general class of Chacon ZZ actions

In this section we show how to generalize the definition of e given above to
obtain the entire class of Chacon ZZ actions. Our first step is to define a smaller
class of actions called the square actions.

A square action is obtained by modifying Fig. 2.1 at each step in the construc
tion of e, by changing the location of spacers (Le. the long rectangles and small
square in Fig. 2.1), keeping the sizes and the shapes of the blocks unchanged.
These modifications of Fig. 2.1 give rise to a corresponding sequence of modi
fied versions of Table 2.1, which we use to construct an action oC = (T, S) by cut
ting and stacking, using the n'th table at step n. (The notation e will be reserved
for the particular action constructed in §2.) Since the long rectangles and small
square in Fig. 2.1 indicate where the spacers go in step n + 1 of the construction,
we will refer to pictures like Fig. 2.1 (or the corresponding table) as a spacer pat

tern. Examples of other spacer patterns are shown in Fig. 4.1.
Spacer patterns are conveniently identified with six digit integers P =PI PZP3

ql qZq3 with Pi,qi E to, 1,2,3). In this notation, Pi = k means that a horizontal
rectangle of spacers sits between the k'th and (k + l)'st n-blocks in the i'th col
umn of n-blocks in the (n + I)-block, and qi =k has the same meaning for the
position of a vertical rectangle between the rows of n-blocks. The exact position
of the square is inconsequential. If (Pn ) is a sequence and oC is the action con
structed by cutting and stacking using the pattern Pn at step n, then we will call
oC the action corresponding to (Pn ). In particular, e is the action corresponding
to Pn = 121112 for all n.

We make the following observations regarding Fig. 4.1. (1) A spacer pattern
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admissible aperiodic asymmetric:

§E§ §E§ Et§
type 1 type 2 type 3

p=121112 p =221112 p=212112

admissible aperiodic symmetric:

~ ~ ~
type 4 type 5 type 6

p=112112 p=121121 P =122112

admissible periodic:

type 7
p = 222222

type 8
p = 122222

type 9
p = 121222

type 10
p=122111

inadmissible: (examples)

§5B~
p = 123212

Fig. 4.1.

p = 333121

P is called admissible if Pi *" 0 or 3 for any i. Admissibility is equivalent to the
condition that every spacer block in an (n + I)-block must be between the
n-blocks rather than along an edge of the (n + I)-block. (2) IfPI =P2 =P3 or
ql = q2 = q3 the spacer pattern is called periodic, and otherwise aperiodic. (3)
Every admissible spacer pattern is "isometric" to one of the seven pattern types
in Fig. 4.1. Types I through 6 are the aperiodic ones.

Definition 4.1. A square Chacon Z2 action is an action constructed from
a sequence {Pn l of admissible spacer patterns.
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Comment. It is probably possible to obtain all of our results without the
requirement that spacer patterns be admissible. However, we note that the restric
tion to admissible patterns is the natural generalization of the usual Chacon trans
formation (cf [Fr], [11)). One practical consequence of admissibility is that in an
arbitrarily large block of the name of a.e. point, every spacer has a neighbor that
is not a spacer. This fact is used in several of our arguments. Interestingly, the
transformation originally published by Chacon in [C] is similar to the inadmis
sible case.

The idea of varying the spacer placement in the case of the Chacon transfor
mation (Le. in the Z case) is due to Fieldsteel [Fi], who was inspired by Ornstein
and Shield's construction of uncountably many non-isomorphic K-automorphisms
[OS].

Now let £ be an arbitrary Z2 action and let A be an automorphism of Z2.
We can represent A as an element of GL2 (Z), Le. a 2x2 integer valued matrix
(~ ~)with determinant ± 1. It is easy to check that £ oA defined by (£ oA)(s,r) =

£A(s,r) is also a Z2 action. Since A(s,r) = (as + br,cs + dr), if £ = (T,S) then
(£ oA) = (Tase, TbSd). The analogue of this construction for Z actions is to
change from T to T- 1

, but the situation is much simpler for Z, since an au
tomorphism group of Z is isomorphic to ZI2 (Le. Z has only one nontrivial au
tomorphism: A(n) = -n). More generally, it is natural to consider a class of
actions closed under composition with automorphisms.

Definition 4.2. A Chacon Z2 action £ is the action X 0 A where X is a
square Chacon Z2 action and A is an automorphism of Z2.

The actions £ 0 A for a square action £ have a nice geometric interpretation.
There are two cases: (1) If A belongs to the subgroup of 02(Z) of orthogonal
automorphisms in GL2 (Z) then £ 0 A is also a square action corresponding to a
(different) choice of spacer patterns. Notice that the spacer pattern type at each
construction step is unchanged. (2) Otherwise, there is still a block construction
for £ oA, but the blocks are based on parallelograms (actually rhombuses), rather
than on squares. The slopes of the sides of these parallelograms are Ic/dl and
Ialb I. In all other respects, including spacer patterns, the square and the parallelo
gram constructions are identical (see Fig. 4.2).

Proposition 2.1 has the following generalization:

Proposition 4.1. Any Chacon Z2 action £ is ergodic and weakly mixing.

Actions like e and e 0 A, where the spacer patterns Pn are the same at each
step, will be called pure actions. Theorem 3.6 has the following generalization:

Proposition 4.2. Let £ be a Chacon Z2 action. Then £ is semi-totally er
godic if and only if {n : Pn is aperiodic} is infinite.
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o
Fig. 4.2.

In particular the proposition holds for any pure action made from an aperiodic
spacer pattern. It follows from Corollary 5.4 below that every semi-totally ergo
dic Chacon Z2 action has MSJ and is therefore totally ergodic and totally
weakly mixing. However, total ergodicity and weak mixing do not hold in gen
eral as the next example shows.

Example 4.1. Let £ = (T, S) be the pure action corresponding to the pe
riodic spacer pattern Pn = 222222. By Proposition 4.1 £ is ergodic and weakly
mixing. It is easy to see ,that T is isomorphic to C x I, and S is isomorphic to
I x C, where C is the Chacon transformation and Iisthe identity transforma
tion. Thus neither T nor S is ergodic.

We conclude this section with a discussion of symbolic dynamics. Let £ = (T, S)

be a measure preserving Z2 action on (X,Il). Let (i be a finite set (an alphabet)
and let CP = {Pa : ex E (i J be a finite partition of X, indexed by the elements of
(i. For Jl a.e. x E X we define a doubly infinite sequence (XU,}) J E (iZ2 by

We call (xu.}) J the £-(J>-name ofx. When £ and CP are understood, we refer to
the name ofx. Typically when the context makes it clear, we use the notation x
interchangeably both for the point x E X and its name. More generally, we re
fer to any sequence x E (iZ2 as a name.

We call a contiguous subset D of Z2 a region. We denote the restriction of a
name x to D by D(x), we call D(x) a name segment, and we call D the support
of D(x). We say a region Q in Z2 is a polygon if Q = Q' n Z2 for some polygon
Q' C R2 and all the vertices of Q' belong to Q. In particular, we say a point
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(k,l) is a vertex of Q if it is a vertex of Q'. Similarly, the boundary of Q is de
fined to be the boundary of Q' (a subset of R2

). If

Q = {i, ... ,i + m - I} x (j, ... ,j + n - I)

then we call Q(x) the (m x n)-tower starting at (i,j) in the name x. Sometimes
for clarity we will refer to oC-towers, oC-<P-name segments, etc.

In the following discussion we will let oC denote a square Chacon Z2 action.
However, the discussion remains valid for a Chacon Z2 action X which is not
square if we replace squares with rhombuses. We say that a finite partition <P in
dexed by ct is m-compatible if for all °:5 i, j < hrn , LV C Pa for some a E ct,
and/or [0, urn) CPa for some a E ct. In other words, if Brn denotes the partition
of X into m-block levels, and spacers added after step m, then <P is m-compati
ble if Brn is a refinement of <P. If n > m then m-compatibility implies n-compat
ibility since Bn is a refinement of Brn •

Now suppose <P is m-compatible. For p, a.e. x there exists m sufficiently large
that for every n > m, x E Lij for some °:5 i, j < hn. Let D denote the hn x hn
square

D = (-i, . .. ,-i + hn - I) x (-j, . .. ,-j + hn - I) C Z2,

and define Bn(x) = D(x). We call the tower Bn(x) the n-block containing time
zero (Le. (0,0» in the name of x, or more briefly, the n-block containing x.

A useful consequence of m-compatibility is that for n ~ m, the tower Bn+! (x)

is obtained by a concatenation of nine copies of Bn (x), together with 6hn + 1
"spacers", namely, 6hn+ 1 copies of the symbol ao E ct, where [0, urn) C Pao' In
the special case of the action e, this construction is illustrated by Fig. 2.1 (and
more generally by the spacer patterns in Fig. 4.1). In these patterns, the long rec
tangles and the small square correspond to the symbol ao. We observe that for
any spacer pattern, there are nine possible choices for the location Bn (x) inside
Bn+! (x) (Le. the other eight copies of Bn in Bn+! (x) do not contain time zero).
We number these choices B~,B;, . .. ,B~ in the same order as in Fig. 2.1, and if
Bn(x) is the n-block B~ in Bn+ 1(x), we say the time zero coordinate for x is in
the k'th n-block of its (n + 1)-block. Conversely, for p, a.e. x E X there exists m
sufficiently large that x E L'!:, for some °:5 t, U < hrn . Then it follows from the
cutting and stacking construction that x is uniquely determined by the numbers
t and u, and the sequence (kn : n ~ m) such that Bn(x) is the kn'th n-block in its
(n + I)-block.

5. An application of the pointwise Ergodic Theorem
for Z2 actions

Many of the proofs of the properties of Chacon Z or R actions depend on the
pointwise ergodic theorem. In particular, they hinge on the following fact:
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(*) If a point approximately satisfies the ergodic theorem on {O, ... ,n - I}

for all n ?: n l then we can estimate the upper bound for the error in the
ergodic theorem on {nz, . .. ,nz + k - I}, where nz ?: nI' in terms of k
and nz.

This is because the point satisfies the ergodic theorem on both {O, ... ,n2 - I}
and {O, ... ,n2 + k - I}.

A sequence {An} of subsets of Z2 is called a Folner sequence if for any g E
Z2,

Here /IAn II denotes the number of elements in An, and we are using multiplicative
notation for Z2. The following ergodic theorem holds for ergodic Z2 actions "c.

Theorem 5.1 (Tempel'man [T], cf. also Ornstein and Weiss [OW]). If
{An} is a sequence in Z2 satisfying:

(i) AI CA 2 cA 3 c ...
and

(ii) /lA;IA n /I < M· /IAn /I for some constant M, for all n,
then for any f ELI

lim IIA
I

II ~ f(£,gx) == Jfdp, for p, a.e. x.
n--+oo n gEA n

A Polner sequence satisfying (i) and (ii) above is called a special averaging
sequence.

Let £, be a measure preserving ZZ action on (X, p,), and let CP be a finite par
tition on X indexed by C!. Let D be a region in Z2. We say that a point satisfies
the ergodic theorem within E on D if the frequency of each symbol of C! in D(x)
is within E of the measure of the corresponding partition element.

We will use Theorem 5.1 to prove the following two theorems which we will
need in §6 and §7. Let us fix a large L >°and small ex > O. Suppose D is a rect
angular region and let d denote the smaller of the two sides of D. We say D is ac
ceptable if:

(i) The length of the longer side is less than L .d
and

(ii) (0,0) ED, and (0,0) is at least ex· d away from the sides of D.
Let K be a given positive integer.

Theorem 5.2. Let E > °be given and let K be a positive integer. Then for
p, a.e. x, for every sufficiently large acceptable region D, x satisfies the ergodic
theorem within E on D and on every translate of D by less than K· d.

For the next theorem, we fix the slopes of the sides of a parallelogram. Let R
denote one of the two subregions obtained by cutting the parallelogram by a line
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of a fixed slope. We assume that the area of R is bigger than {3. h; for some
fixed number (3 < 1.

Theorem 5.3. Let E >°be given and let CP be an m-acceptable partition for
some m. Then for I-' a. e. x and for infinitely many n 2: m we have:

(i) For Bn(x) and its 8 nearest neighboring n-blocks, x satisfies the ergodic
theorem within E,

and
(ii) If the region R is contained in Bn(x) or one of its 8 neighboring n-blocks

and is at least 'Y •hnaway from (0,0) for some small fixed 'Y, then x satisfies the
ergodic theorem within E on R.

We note that both theorems are similar to (*). Since their proofs are the same
in spirit, we will only prove Theorem 5.3. First we construct a special averaging
sequence. Let 1/0 < 1 be a rational number with the following property: For all
I sufficiently large, whenever a square with sides of length I is covered by squares
of sides length I· 7/0' where 1'1/0 is an integer, we have:

(5.1) N I /1 2 > 112,

where N I is the number of indices in those (1'1/0) x (1'7/0) squares which are
completely contained in the I x I square, and

(5.2) N 2/r> 1/2,

where N2 is the number of indices in the (1'7/0) x (1'7/0) squares which are com
pletely contained in R, and r is the number of indices in R.

Let r = 4/1/0' Let CI = CI = {(i,j) : 0::5 i < II> °::5 j < Id be a square suffi
ciently large that it has property (5.1) and (5.2) above. Furthermore, choose II so
large that k l = 111/0/4 is a positive integer. Until we construct C 2 , we will denote
this region by Cl. We will construct a sequence of regions Cl,i, i = 1,2, ... ,r2

,

by attaching k l x k l squares, Cl,i, i = 1,2, ... , r 2
, to Cl successively as follows:

CI,I = CI U {(i,j): 11 ::5 i < II + kl>O::5j < kd,

Cl,2 = CI,I U {(i,j): II + k l ::5 i < II + 2kl> °::5 j < k 1 },

Cl,t = Cl,t-I U {(i,j) : II + (r - l)kl ::5 i < II + rklo 0::5 j < k l ),

CI,t+1 = Cl,t U {(i,j): 11 ::5 i < II + kl> k l ::5j < 2k l },

Cl,pt+q = Cl,pt+q-I U {(i,j): II + (q - l)kl ::5 i < II + qkl> pkl ::5j < (p + l)kd,

for all p = 0, ... ,r - 1 and q = 1, ... ,r.
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C'(2)

C'(5) C'(4) C'(3) /
i. ./ -C'(6) C{ 1·1 •

C'(7) C'(S) ...

Fig. 5.1.

We let Cd = Cl,l;z and C I (2) = Cd\CI . Note that C I (2) is a square which is
located to the right of Cl and is the same size as Cl. As above, we keep adding
k l x k l squares to cd starting at (II> Id, to build a sequence of regions Cd j, i =
I,2, ... ,t2. We let C] = CLz, and we denote by C 1(3) the square C]\Ci,
which is located above C 1(2) (see Fig. 5.l). In this manner we build a sequence
Cl,CI(2),CI (3), ... ,CI(44l) of squares around CI> all of which are the same
size, being made up out of t 2 squares of size k l x k l . We put the regions in the
following order:

C I CI C I C I - C I C I CI C I
I, 1,1' 1,2"'" 1,l;z- 2, 2,1' 2,2'''', 2,1;2

- C I C I C I C I - C I
- 3, 3,1"'" 440,1,···, 440,1;2 - 441'

Then we rename the elements of this sequence An for n = 0, ... ,440· r2. We de
note the square C141 by C 2

• The length of C 2 is 12 = 21 ./1 ,

We let k2 = 12'YJo/4 = 2Ik l • As above, we build a sequence of squares C 2 =
Ct,C2(2),C2(3), ... ,C2(44l), each of which is the same size as Ct. For each
i = 2, ... ,441 C 2(i) is made up of t 2 squares of size k2 x k2. Each of these is
made up of nine (k2 /3) x (k2 /3) squares. Adding these one by one to An in lex
icographic order we obtain a sequence

- C2 - C2 C2 C2 2 - C2 2 - C 2 }- 1,1;2 - 2, 2,0,1"'" 440,1; -1,9 - 440,1; - 441'

for i = 1, ... ,440, and i = 0,1, ... , t 2
- 1 and k = 1,2, ... ,9.

The first few terms of the sequence are defined as follows:

Cr 0 I = Cr U {(i,i) : 12 :5 i < 12+ k 2/3, °:5 i < k 2/3},

Ct,o,2 = Ct,o,l U ((i,i) : 12+ k2/3 :5 i < 12+ 2k2/3, 0:5 j < k2/3 J,
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Cf,0,3 = Cf,o,z U (i,i) : Iz + kz/3 ~ i < Iz + 2kz, 0 ~ i < kz/3 J,

Cf,O,4 = Cf,O,3 U (i,i) : Iz ~ i < Iz + kz/3, k z/3 ~ i < 2kz/3 J,

Cf,O,9 = Cf,O,8 U (i,i): Iz + 2kz/3 ~ i < Iz + kz, 2kz/3 ~i < kzJ =Cf,l'

Cf,l,l = Cf,l U (i,i) : Iz + kz ~ i < Iz + 4kz/3, 0 ~ i < kz/3 J,

Cf,I,9 = Cf,I,8 U (i,i): Iz + 5kz/3 ~ i < Iz + 2kz, 2kz/3 ~ i < k 3 J = Cf,z,

Clo I = Cl U (( i,i) : Iz ~ i ~ Iz + kz/3, Iz ~ i < Iz + kz/3 J•

We rename these regions An, for n = 440· rz + 1, ... ,4400· rZ
, and we denote

CLI =A 4400 . 12 by C 3
• We call the kz x kz squares which make up CZ(i) the O'th

building squares of C3, and the (kz/3) x (kz/3) squares the 1'st building
squares of C 3 = C? Hence we can say that each CZ(i), i = 2, ... ,441, is made
up of rz O'th building squares, each of which is made up of nine 1'st building
squares.

We now describe how to construct CHI from ct. We let kt = It 7/0/4 = (21)t-1 ·kl ,
where It is the length of ct. As before we build a sequence of squares

C t = Cf,Ct(2), ... ,Ct(44l)

each of which is the same size as C t and is made of O'th building squares of size
k t x k t • Each s'th building square s = 0, ... , t - 1 is made of nine (s + l)'th
building squares of size (kt l3 s+ l

) x (kt /3 s+ I
). We note that an s'th building

square has size 7/s/4 = (1/3S)(7/0/4) relative to the size of ct. Let

t-I

at = 440· rz.~ 9i .
i=O

As before, we rearrange the s'th building squares, putting them into lexicographi
cal order, and extend our sequence An for n = at-I + 1, ... ,at. Clearly the se
quence (An J is a special averaging sequence, Note that A a{ = Ct+l.

Let x be a generic point for (An J in the sense that x satisfies the conclusion of
Theorem 5.1 for each of the characteristic functions for the elements of (f>.

Lemma 5.4 Let E > 0 be given and io be the integer such that x satisfies the

ergodic theorem within E on all Ai, i 2= io. We may assume that A io = cto for

some to. Then x satisfies the Ergodic Theorem within 1000·9s
• rZ'E on any s'th

building square of CHI for t 2= to.

Proof. Let D denote a fixed s'th building square of size (kt /3 S
) x (kJ3 S

)

inside CHI \C t constructed relative to the time zero coordinates of x. Let A io =
C t and let
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We let Ail be the first of the A;'s to contain D. Since x satisfies the ergodic the
orem for all the Ai'S between CI =A io and Ail' and there are at most 441 .9s •r2

s'th building squares in Ai, \Aio' we have

r-441·9s·rz
·E

441.9s.rz <E

so

•
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Let So be the integer such that when a square of

length I (I sufficiently large) is covered with squares of length I' s I· TJso' then
M,/P > 1 - E/2, where M, denotes the number of indices in the I' x I' squares
completely contained in the I x I square, and also Mzlr' > 1 - E/2, where M z
denotes the number of indices in the I' x I' squares completely contained in R,
and r denotes the number of indices in R. We let EO = (2000·9 so ·rZ)-'·E. Let
lo(>so) be the integer so that x satisfies the Ergodic Theorem within EO on all Ai
with i ~ io where A io = Clo. We let 10 be the length of a side of Clo. We choose n

sufficiently large that:
(i) hn » 10 ,

(ii) Time zero for x is at least (1/10)· hn away from the boundaries of Bn (x).

We denote by CII the largest CI contained in Bn(x). Note that I, ~ to. By the
choice of CI, we have 11 ·/, > (1/10)· hn , where I, is the length of a side of C I,.

We will divide the argument into two cases:
Case 1. If 21/, ~ 4hn, then CII+' covers Bn(x) and its neighboring n-blocks.

Since the so'th building squares have size less than 1"TJs/4 < hn'TJs/4 the indi
ces of the so'th building squares contained in Bn(x) (or a neighboring n~block,

or R) cover more than 1 - (E/2) of all the indices of Bn(x) (or a neighboring n
block, or R). By Lemma 5.4, for each of these building squares, x satisfies the
Ergodic Theorem within 1000· 9so • rz.Eo < E/2. Hence, x satisfies the Ergodic
Theorem within Eon Bn (x) as well as on each of its neighboring n-blocks, and
onR.

Case 2. If 21·/, < 4·hn then it is possible that CII+' does not cover Bn(x).
Since the length of a side of CII+z is 13 = 441·/, > (441/110) ·hn > 4·hn, CI,+z

covers not only Bn(x), but also all of the neighboring n-blocks. The length of a
side of an so'th building square of CI,+z is

21·/,· (TJs/4) < 4·hn· (TJs/4) = hn'TJso'

Hence the indices not covered by the so'th building square which are covered in
Bn (x) (or one of its neighboring n-blocks, or R) make up less than a fraction
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El2 of all the indices in Bn(x) (or the neighboring n-block, or R). Since x satis
fies the Ergodic Theorem within El2 on each of the building squares by Lemma
5.4, x satisfies the Ergodic Theorem within E on Bn(x), on its neighbors, and
onR. •

Remark 5.1. We assumed in the proof that the region R does not intersect
ell in Case 1 or el,+l in Case 2 (i.e. we assumed that R is covered by so'th

building squares). If instead, R does not intersect e lo , then in fact our argument
still goes through. If we choose n sufficiently large that "(hn > 10 (see (ii) in The
orem 5.3), then R does not intersect e lo •

Remark 5.2. We do not need the full strength of Theorem 5.3 in §7. In that
section we only need the theorem for a fixed Eo Nevertheless, we prove the theorem
in more generality so that the idea can be extended to the proof of Theorem 5.2.

6. The self joinings

The next few lemmas lead more or less directly to the proof that semi-totally
ergodic Chacon Z2 actions have minimal self joinings. The approach is a gener
alization of that in [JRaS] and [JP]. For simplicity and with no loss of general
ity we assume the square case.

Let £ be a square Chacon Z2 action on (X,J.t). Fixing m ~ 0, we let B m =
{Pa : IX E a} denote the partition into m-block levels and the union of spacers

put in after step m. In particular, we take a = { oo} U {tu: °:s; t, U < hm }, and
we put PlU = L~ and Poo = [0, um). As usual, we denote by x the £-Bm-name of
a point x E X, so that, in particular, x(s,r) = tu if and only if rssrx E L~ and
x(s,r) = 00 if rssrx ~ L~ for any tu. Similarly, for a point (x,y) E X X Xwe de
note the (£ x £) - (Bm x Bm)-name of the point by (x,Y), where Bmx Bmde

notes the product partition. Clearly we have (x'Y)(P,q) = (x(P,q)'Y(P,q». It will
be convenient to view the name (x,Y) as a copy of the name Y superimposed over
a copy of the name x.

Lemma 6.1. There exists E C X with J.t(E) = 1 so that for all X,Y E E, if
Y *" TPSqxfor any (p,q) E Z2, then there are infinitely many positive integers n
so that:

(i) the time zero coordinates ofx andY lie in different n-blocks of their (n + 1)

blocks, and
(ii) the n-blocks containing the time zero coordinates of the names x and Y over

lap in a rectangle with sides of length at least hn/lO.

The proof follows from the cutting and stacking construction and isthe same
as the proof of Lemma 1 in [JRaS]. We will also need the following:
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Lemma 6.2. ([JRaS)) Let I be the identity and let R be ergodic on (X, Il).

Then I and R are disjoint. In other words, if p is an I x R invariant measure on

X x X with marginals Il then p = Il X Il.

Proposition 6.3. Let £ be a Chacon Z2 action with semi-total ergodicity.

Then £ has 2-fold MSJ.

Proof. Let p be an ergodic 2-fold self joining of £. Let K = 100 and con
struct a special averaging sequence [An I as in Theorem 5.2 for the action £ x
£. By the results in §5, almost every point (x, y) E X X X is generic for p under
£ x £ relative to all the partitions Bn x Bn •

Let (x,y) be such a generic point. Since p has marginals Il, Il(E) = 1 implies
p (E x E) = 1. Thus we can assume that x E E and y E E where E is the set from
Lemma 6.1.

If y = TPsqx for some (p,q) E Z2 then p is an off diagonal self joining of £.
Thus we will assume that y "* TPSqx for any (p,q) and show that the generic
ity of (x,y) for p forces p to be the product measure. We prove this, using Lem
ma 6.2 and Theorem 2.1, by showing that p is invariant under I x T-PS-q for
some nonzero unit vector (p,q).

Let € > 0 and a positive integer m > 10 be given. Since x and yare in E and are
on different orbits, Lemma 6.1 implies that there exists n ~ m so that (i) and (ii)
hold.

Looking at the name (x,y), let us suppose that the time zero coordinate of x

is in the k'th n-block of its (n + 1) -block and the time zero coordinate of y is in
the l'th n-block of its (n + I)-block. We denote these n-blocks respectively by
B;(x) and B~(y), and we denote the corresponding (n + I)-blocks by Bn+ 1 (x)

and Bn+ 1(y). The only restriction on k and I is that (i) implies k"* I.
Let D(x,y) denote the segment in the name (x,y) corresponding to the over

lap between B;(x) and B~(y). Since the point (x,y) is p generic, we may assume
by Theorem 5.2 that n is so large that for the rectangle D and for any rectangle
D' which is a translate of D by at most IOh n , we have

(iiLa)

and

(iii.b)

Ip(L~ x L'::w) - freqD(tu,vw)1 < d2,

Ip (L~ x L':w) - freqD' (tu, vw)1 < d2,

where freqD(tu, vw) denotes the frequency of the pair (tu, vw) in the segment
D(x,y) supported on the acceptable rectangle D.

Let v denote the shift, as a vector in Z2, from the lower left corner in B;(x)

to the same corner in B~(y). We define (x,y)" to be the name of the point
(x,£-Vy ), and we note that in (x,y)" B;(x) .and B~(y) line up perfectly. We
look at the overlap between Bn +1(x) and Bn+ 1(y) in (x,y). Depending on the
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values of k and I, there may be from one to six pairs of blocks, including B:(x)

and B~(y), which "almost" line up in the sense of (ii) from Lemma 6.1. Suppose
B:'(x) and B~'(y) is such a pair, and let p' denote the vector (p,q) from B:'(x)

to B~' (y) in (x,y). It follows from the placement of spacers (cf. Fig. 2.1) that
(p,q) = p' - p is a unit vector. At this point, the argument breaks into cases. We
will do the first case in detail before describing the other cases.

Case 1: There exists a choice of k' and I' such that (p,q) = p' - p is a nonzero
unit vector.

This case occurs, for example, in the action e when with k = 1, 1= 5. Then for
k' = 2, I' = 6, we have (p,q) = (-I,I) (cf. Fig. 6.1).

Let D' denote the overlap between B:' (x) and B~' (y). Because of the relative
shift (p, q) in y between D and D', in most of D' the symbol (tu, (v +p) (w +
q)) occurs whenever (tu, vw) occurs in D. More precisely, there exist equally sized
rectangles C and C', inside D and D', obtained by removing at most one edge row
and/or edge column from D and/or D' such that

(6.1) freqdtu,vw) = freqc(tu,(v +p)(w + q)).

Now C' is a translate of C by at most hn + 1, where each side of C is bigger than
(1/10) .hn • Thus if we ignore the error from taking C' (or C) instead of D' (or
D), we have

(6.2) Ip(L7.: x L(':;+p)(w+q») - freqc(tu,(v +p)(w + q))1 < El2.

The triangle inequality applied to (iiLa), (6.1) and (6.2) implies

(6.3) Ip(L7.: x L:w) - p(L7.: X L(':;+P)(w+q»)1 < E.

Since m and E were arbitrary (and we note that the levels generate the a-algebra),
(6.2) implies that p is I x T-Ps-q invariant. This completes the proof in Case 1.

To describe the remaining cases, we consider (x,y)" again. Let us define a
block called B;+2 (x) to be the smallest square tower containing Bn+1(x) and its
eight nearest neighboring (n + I)-blocks. We denote the nine copies of Bn+1(x)

in B;+2(X) by B~~l (x), . .. ,B~~l (x). Note: since we do not know where the

,"4

, .. "
Fig. 6.1.
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spacers are, the tower B;+2(X) may not really be an (n + 2)-block. Hence, the
block B~~dx) is not necessarily thej'th (n + I)-block in Bn+2(x).

In (x,y)" we look at how Bn+1(y) overlaps with the blocks B~~I (x), and we
let J denote the number of j so that such an overlap exists. The only possibilities
are J = 2 and J = 4 since the case J = 1 is ruled out by (i).

By definition, Bn+1(x) = B~~I (x) in B;+2 (x). Let us say that an n-block is in
the overlap of Bn+1(x) and Bn+1(y) if at least 3/4 of its entries are in the over
lap. Let K denote the number of n-blocks in this overlap. If J =2 then K =3 or
K = 6. By looking at all the possible admissible spacer patterns (recall that there
are just six isometry classes), one can see that if K =6, then Case 1 applies. This
is the case because otherwise, the spacer pattern Pn , as a picture of n-blocks sit
ting inside an (n + I)-block, would have to be invariant under a vertical or hor
izontal shift by hn or hn + 1, modulo hn+1> but the translational asymmetry of
any spacer pattern makes this impossible. Similarly, if J =4 then K = 1 or K =4.
Finally, we note that Case 1 applies if K = 4. Thus it remains to consider the
following:

Case 2: J = 2 and K = 3.
Case 3: J = 4 and K = 1.

We handle Case 2 as follows. By definition Bn+1(x) = B~~I (x) overlaps
Bn+1(y) in such a way that the overlap contains K = 3 n-blocks. For some even
number j, B~~I (x) overlaps Bn+1(y) in such a way that there are 6 n-blocks in
the intersection. There are now two possibilities:

(1) Some n-block (B')~(x) in B~~I (x) lines up with some n-block (B')~(y) in
Bn+dY).

(2) None of the n-blocks line up in the overlap.
Here, (B')~(x) denotes the p'th n-block in B~~I (x) and not necessarily the p'th

n-block containing x.
If (1) holds, let x' and y' be the points on the orbits of x and y, such that the

time zero coordinates of x' and y' in (B')~(x) and (B')~(Y) are the same as the
time zero coordinates of x and y in B~(x) and B~(y). We have

(6.4) (x',y') = (psrx , Psry )

for some (s,r) E Z2 where -3hn ::; s,r::; 3hn • Notice that the overlap between
Bn(x') and Bn(y') is within 3hn of D (Theorem 5.2). Hence, (x',y') satisfies the
Ergodic Theorem within El2 on the overlap. Now to complete the proof we start
the entire argument over with x' and y' in place of x and y.

If (2) holds instead of (1), then there exists a unit vector w so that in (x,y)"+w,

some n-block (B')~(x) in B~~I (x) lines up with some n-block (B')~(y) in
Bn+1(y). Again we let x' and y' satisfy (6.4), but now so that the time zero co
ordinates of x' andy' in (B')~(x) and (B')~(Y) differ from the time zero coor-
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dinates of x and yin B!;(x) and B~(y) by the vector w. As in (1), the proof is
completed by repeating the argument with (x'y') instead of (x,y).

Finally, Case 3 (J = 4 and K = 1) is handled in the same way as Case 2, ex-
cept that now j is odd and j "* 5. •

Corollary 6.4. A Chacon ZZ action is totally ergodic and totally weakly
mixing if and only if it is semi-totally ergodic.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 6.3 and Lemma 1.1. •
Definition 6.1. [JRaS] A measure p on the Cartesian product space x m

has no off diagonal components if for every i,j =s; m and every (s,r) E ZZ,

(6.5)

Lemma 6.5. Let £ be a ZZ action. Then £ has r-fold MSJ if and only if
for all r' =s; r any r'-fold selfjoining p of £ which has no offdiagonal components
is the product joining.

Proof. This is exactly the same as the proof of Theorem 1 in [JP]. •

Theorem 6.6. For a Chacon ZZ action £ the following are equivalent:
(a) £ is semi-totally ergodic,
(b) £ is totally ergodic,
(c) £ is totally weakly mixing,
(d) £ has 2-fold MSJ, and
(e) £ has MSJ.

In particular, the action e has minimal self joinings.

Proof. We have already shown that (a) through (d) are equivalent. All that
remains is to show (d) implies (e). Since this is just like the proof of Proposi
tion 3 in [JP] (cf. also Theorem 7, [JRaS]), we will be brief. By Lemma 5.5 it is
enough to show that any r-fold self joining without off diagonal components is
the product joining. The argument proceeds inductively.

The case r = 2 is (d), which is Proposition 6.3. By induction we assume the cases
up through r - 1 and prove case r. Let p be an r-fold self joining of £ and sup
pose (x,y, z), ... ,zr-Z) is generic for p with respect to all the partitions Bn x
Bn x ... x Bn into block levels. Without loss of generality, we can assume the
projection to any sub-collection of the coordinates is also generic. We assume that
p has no off diagonal components. We note that p projected to the first coordi
nates is /1. x /1., and fix E > 0 and m > 10. We can choose n ~ m to satisfy:

(i) Bn (x) is min Bn+1(x),

(ii) Bn(y) is B: in Bn+ 1 (x),
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and
(iii) the overlap D of Bn(x), Bn(y), and Bn(z(3) for {3 = 1, ... ,r - 2 is suffi

ciently large that D and its translates D' by hn satisfy (iii.a) and (iii. b) in
the proof of Proposition 6.3, respectively.

Repeating the arguments from Proposition 6.3, we see that

P is I x T-PS-q X T-p'S-q, x··· x T-Pr-2S-qr-2

invariant, where (p,q) is a nonzero unit vector and (P(3,q(3) is a unit vector
(possibly zero) for (3 = 1, ... ,r - 2. By permuting the coordinates, we collect those
(P(3,q(3) = (0,0) on the left. Following this change we have that P is invariant for

(6.6) I x··· x I X T-p'S-q' x··· X T-pkS-qk,
"----v----l ' )

r-k times (denoted Q)

where (pl,ql) = (p,q). Moreover, for each 1 :s {3:s k, (p(3,q(3) is a nonzero
unit vector. By (c), each T-p{3s-q{3 is weakly mixing, and this implies that Q is
ergodic (cf. (6.6». Now (6.6) is the transformation I x Q on X r

-
k X X k

• Let PI

and pz denote the marginals of P on X r
-

k and Xk respectively. By Lemma 6.2,
P =PI X pz. Since PI and pz have no off diagonal components, by induction they
are both product measures, and therefore so is p. •

7. Disjointness of actions

In this section we consider two results about disjointness within the class of Cha
con ZZ actions.

Theorem 7.1. Let £ .be a totally ergodic Chacon ZZ action. Let A be a
non-orthogonal automorphism ofZz and let J( = £ oA. Then £ and J( are not
isomorphic. Hence they are disjoint.

The second statement follows from the first since Chacon ZZ actions are sim
ple (they have MSJ), and by a result of del Junco and Rudolph [JRu], any two
simple actions which are not isomorphic must be disjoint.

Theorem 7.1 may be either true or false when A is orthogonal. In the orthog
onal case (by changing coordinates) we may assume that both £ and £ 0 A are
square actions. Now consider the following theorem.

Theorem 7.2. Let £ and J( be two totally ergodic square Chacon ZZ ac
tions constructed respectively from the spacer pattern sequences [Pn ] and [P~].

If [n : Pn 1= P~] is infinite then £ and J( are disjoint.

Since composing with an orthogonal automorphism really just amounts to
changing spacer patterns, Theorem 7.2 gives a condition for the conclusion of
Theorem 7.1 to hold in the orthogonal case: We call a totally ergodic Chacon ZZ
action asymmetric if for any orthogonal A, [n: Pn 1= A(Pn )] is infinite (where
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A(Pn ) has the obvious meaning). For example, type 1 spacer patterns are not in
variant under any orthogonal automorphisms so the action e (or any other pure
type 1 action) is asymmetric.

Corollary 7.3. Let oC be a totally ergodic asymmetric Chacon Z2 action.
Then oC and oC 0 A are disjoint for all automorphisms A. In particular, the actions
e and e 0 A are disjoint for any A.

On the other hand, let oC be the pure square action constructed from the se
quence Pn = 112112. ClearlyoC is the same as oC oA when A = (~ ~).

Theorem 7.2 also shows how to construct an uncountable family of pairwise
disjoint Z2 actions. In particular, there are an uncountable number of spacer
pattern sequences which differ infinitely often, and two different sequences yield
different actions. The Z analogue of this result, for a class of generalized Cha
con transformations, was proved by Fieldsteel [Fi]. A corollary of [Fi] is that the
standard Chacon transformation C is not isomorphic to its inverse. Corollary 7.3
generalizes this result to Z2.

We will prove only Theorem 7.1 here. The proof of Theorem 7.2 is similar and
essentially standard (cf. [Fi], [JRaS] and [JP]).

We will assume without loss of generality that oC is a fixed square action since
this can always be achieved by composing both actions with the same automor
phism. Since A is not orthogonal, the action X (also fixed) will not be square.

Let CP = {Po,Pd be the partition of [0,1) defined by Po = [O,uo), PI = [uo,l),

indexed by the alphabet a = (0,1}. This partition CP is n-compatible for all n, so
that for all n there is a unique name for the n-block, which we denote by Bn • Let
R(x) and R' (x) be name segments. If R' is obtained from R by a translation by
a nonzero unit vector, we say R' (x) is shifted by 1 from R(x).

Lemma 7.4. Let x be the oC-CP-namefor a generic point xfor the action oC.
Then there exists 0 > 0 such that if the (hn x hnHower starting at (i,j) in x dif
fers in dfrom the unique name Bn by less than 0, then Bn(x) starts at (i,j) in x.

Proof. We begin by observing that when one shifts an n-block starting at
(i,j) by 1, at least one third of the spacers are matched with part of Bo• Since
the proportion of spacers in Bn is bigger than 1/10 (Le. 1/10 is the proportion of
spacers in Bd, they produce a d-error at least (1/3)'(1/10) = 1/30.

We choose 01 such that 0 < 01 < 1/(5·hr). We note that if the (hi x ht)-tower
starting at (i,j) differs from B I by less than 01> then B I starts at (i,j). This is
easy to see by observing that any translation of B I gives rise to at least one mis
match producing a d-error at least 1/hf.

For n ~ 2 we set

(7.1)
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Let 0 = limn--+ oo On which clearly exists and is positive. Since the sequence On is de
creasing, it is enough to show that if an (hn x hnHower starting at (i,i) has
a-error less than On from Bn, then Bn starts at (i,i). We observed that this is the
case for n = 1. We will establish our lemma by induction.

Suppose that Bn+1 starts at (i,i) and for at least one of the nine component n

blocks (Le. B~O for some ko = 1, ... ,9), the corresponding a-error is less than On'
Note that

(7.2)

Hence by induction the n-block has to start where B~o starts. If the relative lo
cation of this n-block in its (n + I)-block is the same as that of B~o in Bn+ l ,

then we will be done. If this is not the case we consider the various other possi
bilities. There are 9·8 = 72 of them altogether. In each case at least one of the
blocks B~ in Bn+1 has to be matched with an n-block (in the name of x) which
is shifted by 1 from B~. This yields a a-error at least 1130 in the indices occupied
by this particular n-block. Hence there is a a-error at least (1/10)· (1130) = 11300
in this tower of size hn. Since On+1 < 01 < 11(5 ·hr), this is a contradiction. •

Corollary 7.5. Let R(x) be a name segment and suppose that for some
n ~ 1 the n-blocks in R(x) take up more than half ofR(x). Let R' be obtained
by shifting R by less than the size ofan (n - I)-block. Then the a-error between
R(x) and R' (x) is at least 012.

We will also need the following combinatorial lemmas.

Lemma 7.6. Let x be the £-iJ>-name ofa generic point for the action £, and
let r > 0 be the slope ofa given line L in R2. Then for each n ~ 3 there exists an
integer K =K(r) with the following property: IfL passes through any K consecu
tive n-blocks, then at least one n-block is divided into two parts such that each
part has area at least 1110 the area of the n-block.

Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume 0 < r :$ 1. (If r > 1 then
we exchange the x and y coordinates.) For a given r there are two regions of an
n-block such that if a line of slope r passes through one of these regions, then it
does not divide the n-block into two parts each having area at least 1110 of the
area of an n-block. Clearly, each of these two regions is bounded by a line of slope
r and the sides of the n-block. Each is either a triangle or a trapezoid, depend
ing on r. Consider the part of the boundary of the lower region consisting of the
line of slope r. This line meets the n-block at two points which we denote (s, t)

and (s', t'), where the coordinates are relative to the lower left hand corner of the
n-block. We assume (s, t) is to the left of (s', t'). We note that t < (l/IO)hn •

Now suppose that L is a line of slope r which passes through this lower region.
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Let (u" vd denote (in the same coordinates as above) the entering position of L
into the region. Let (U2' V2) denote the entering position of L into the next
n-block.

Case 1: s "* 0 (t = 0).
We have t' = r(hn - 1 + s), and hence V2 = r(hn - UI + I), where I is either 0

or 1, depending on the existence of spacers between the two n blocks. Recall that
there exists at most one column (or row) of spacers between any two n-blocks.
Since V2 > 0, the next n-block is cut into two parts by L, each having area at
least 1/10 of the n-block.

Case 2: s = 0 (t > 0).
We note that r must be less than 1/5. We have V2 - VI = r(hn - UI + I). That

is, the V coordinate increases by r(hn - UI + I). Hence it is clear that there ex
ists an integer K', K' =K' (r) ~ 2, such that the v coordinate of the "entry point"
of the line is bigger than (1/1O)hn • It is not hard to see that K' =::; 1I(10r) + 2.

A similar argument holds when the line passes through the upper region. In this
case we let kIf denote the integer corresponding to K'. Then we let K(r) =

max[K',K" J + 1. •

The next two lemmas, which are more or less obvious, are stated without proof.

Lemma 7.7. Suppose n is sufficiently large. Then for each (hn x hn)-X
tower there exists an integer k l such that an (n - kl)-X-block is contained in the
tower.

We may assume that k l is sufficiently large that the (n - kd-X-block is 'far'
from the boundary of the tower and that (1/6)3 k1 ~ K. We let k = 2k l .

Lemma 7.8. Let k be as given above. Then there exists a constant a suffi
ciently small that 1110 of the area of an n-X-block is bigger than an a-fraction
of the area of an (n + k)-£-block for all n.

It is clear from Lemma 7.8 that an n-X-block is bigger than an a-fraction of
the area of an (n + 1 + k)-£-block.

Proof of Theorem 7.1. For concreteness we will assume £ =e, but anal
ogous arguments hold in general. Let us suppose that ~ is an isomorphism be
tween £ and X. We will obtain a contradiction.

For any € > 0, let ~, denote a finite coding such that for fJ- a.e. x, in the limit
as n approaches infinity, the errors between the names of ~(x) and ~,(x) on the
special averaging sequence [An J from §5 have d-error less than .€. We call such
a point x good for ~,. The existence of ~, is a standard result which follows
from Theorem 5.1.

Let 0 < (1/60) be as given in Lemma 7.4. Let € = 0120 and construct ~,.

Choose a good point x for ~" let y = ~(x) and let y, denote the name ~,(x).
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Let N(E) denote the size of tI>, (i.e. the time zero coordinate of tI>, (x) depends on
an N(E) x N(E) tower in x centered at time zero). By Theorem 5.3 we can choose
n sufficiently large that:

(i) N(E) is negligible compared with the size of an (n - k)-X-block,
(ii) the name y, and name y differ by at most olIO on Bn(x) and each of its

8 neighboring n-blocks, and
(iii) if Po be a subregion of a parallelogram such that:

(iii.a) its area is bigger than (1/10)· a' h;, and
(iii. b) it is contained in Bn (x) or one of its neighboring n-blocks;

then on Po the names y and y, differ by at most olIO.
We can choose n so that Bn(x) is B~ in Bn+! (x) (see Fig. 2.1). Let T~(y,) de

note the (hn x hn)-X-tower which is the tI>, image of Bn(x). Then T~ denotes the
square in Z2 which is the support of T~(y,). More generally, T:,k = 1, ... ,9
will denote the support of the image under tI>, of B: in Bn+! (x).

By the choice of k, there is at least one (n - kI2)-X-block P(y), so that its
support, the parallelogram P, is contained in T~. Let P' denote the infinite
"cross shaped" region, obtained by extending the sides of P. We consider the in
tersection of P' with the boundary of T~. This intersection consists of between
zero and two line segments on each of the sides of T;. Let S denote that seg
ment which intersects the greatest number of (n - k)-X-blocks. It is not hard to
see that P can be chosen so that S intersects at least (1/2)· 3(kl2) ;::: 3K consecu
tive (n - k)-X-blocks on the right side or lower side of T;. We will assume
without loss of generality that S lies on the right side of T;.

By Lemma 7.6 there exist at least three (n - k)-X-blocks which are divided into
two parts by S in such a way that each part has area at least 1/10 of the area of
an (n - k)-X-block. Let B(y) denote one of these blocks whose support B is con
tained in T; U T~. By the choice of B(y), one of the eight (n - k)-X-blocks
which are adjacent to B(y) is completely contained in the tower T~. We denote
this (n - k)-X-block by B(y). Since the support B of B(y) takes up more than
an a-fraction of T~, the d-distance between the name y and the name y, in B is
less than (1/10)· o.

By Lemma 7.5, if (t, u) is the position of the lower left vertex of B(y) relative
to T~, then there also exists an (n - k)-X-block, denoted B' (y), starting at
(t,u) relative to TJ. We note that since the blocks B(y) and B'(y) occupy the
same coordinates relative to T~ and TJ, the names y, throughout these coordi
nates are identical.

Let B(l) denote the part of B which is contained in T~ and B(2) denote the part
of B contained in T~. Let B'(y) denote the (n - k)-X-block which is adjacent
to B' (y) as B(y) is to B(y). We let B(I) and B(2) denote the parts of the support
B' of the block B' (y) corresponding to B(I) and B(2). We mayassume that both
B(I) (y) with B(I) (y) and B(2) (y) with B(2) (y) satisfy the hypotheses of Corol-
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lary 7.5. By (iii) there is less than a (l I 10) . 0 a-error between the names y and Y.
in each of B(l) and B(2)'

We denote by (i,j) the position, relative to T:, of one of the vertices of B,
and let (i',j') denote the position, relative to TJ, of the corresponding vertex of
B'(y).

Because A -I = (!c -,n, we note that (i',j') = (i + p,j + q), where (p, q) E

{(O,O),(±d,=+=c),(=+=b,±a),(±(d + b),=+=(c + a»,(±(d - b),=+=(a - c»). By
reversing the role of (i,j) and (i',j'), it is enough to consider only the cases
((O,O),(d,-c),( -b,a),(d + b,-c - a),(d - b,a - c)). We will consider only the
first and last cases since the arguments in the other cases are the same.

If (i',j') = (i,j) then (modulo a vertical translation) B(2) (y) and B (2)(y) are
shifted by 1 from each other, parallel to a cC-block, because of the spacers between
B: and B~ in Bn+1(x). (More precisely, we must modify B (2)(y) by removing a
vertical strip of width 1 from the left edge.) Comparing these with B(2) (Y.) and
B(2) (Y.), we get a a-error between B(2) (y) and B(2) (y) of less than 2(0/10 +
0/10). This contradicts Corollary 7.5.

In the case (i',j') = (i + (d - b),j + (a - c», it is obvious that the name seg
ments B(I)(Y.) and BII)(Y.) are shifted by 1. Again, by superimposing one name
on the other, and comparing the corresponding Y. name segments, the a-error
must be less than 2(0/10 + 0/10), which is again a contradiction to Corollary 7.5.
Hence our proof is complete. •

8. Homomorphisms and the action of subgroups

Throughout this section cC will denote an effective totally weakly mixing action
of a locally compact abelian group G on (X, It). Suppose r is a group isomor
phic to a closed subgroup of G and 1'/ : r -+ G is a continuous injective homomor
phism such that H =1'/(r) is closed. We refer to 1'/ as a continuous injection. Given
an action cC and a continuous injection 1'/ : r -+ G, we define a r action cC ° 1'/ by

(cC 01'/)"x = cC'1<'Y)x,

where 'Y E r and x E X. If GIH is compact, we call 1'/ a co-compact injection.
Let U denote the group of all measure preserving transformations of (X, It).

Associated with cC is also the subgroup IcC I = (cC g
: g E G) of U. Since G is

abelian, IcC Ic C(CC), where C(CC) denotes the commutant of cC (cf. §1). cC is said
to have a trivial commutant if IcC I = C (cC). Also note that C (cC) c C (cC ° 1'/).

When G = Z2 every nontrivial subgroup H is isomorphic either to Z2 or to Z.
In the first case, Z 21H is finite and therefore compact. On the other hand, if H
is isomorphic to Z then Z 21H is infinite discrete and not compact. We will refer
to these two cases as the co-finite case and co-infinite case respectively. In the co
finite case it is often convenient make the identification r = Z2 and represent
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11: Z2 -+ Z2 as a 2 x 2 integer valued matrix (: ~) with nonzero determinant. If
£ = (T,S) then £ 0'11 = (raSe, TbSd). Compare this with §3 and §5 where the
matrix has determinant ± 1. In the co-infinite case £ 0 H is a Z action. It is gen
erated by a transformation of the form PST for some (s,r) E Z2. In this paper
we will consider only the co-compact (co-finite) case. Although our primary in
terest is with Chacon Z2 actions, the next few results hold more generally. They
are valid for co-compact (or co-finite) injections into locally compact abelian
groups.

Proposition 8.1. Let £ be a simple G action. Let'l1: r -+ G be a co-compact
injection. Then the action £ 0'11 is simple and C(£ 0 '11) =C(£). Furthermore, if
£ is prime then £ 0'11 is also prime.

Proof. If r is a subgroup of G and '11 is the inclusion homomorphism, then
£ 0 '11 is the restriction of £ to r. We denote this action by £ Ir' A proof of
Proposition 8.1 in this special case is given in [JRu]. The general case follows from
the special case by noting that if X is a simple (or prime) r action and A is an
automorphism of r, then X oA is also simple (or prime). A similar comment ap
plies to the commutant. •

When G =Z, Proposition 8.1 gives the result from [JRu] that a simple prime
transformation T has simple prime iterates Tn for all n * 0, and if T has a triv
ial commutant, then Tn commutes only with other powers of T. Notice that ev
ery nonzero subgroup H of Z is isomorphic to nZ for some n * 0, and Z/nZ is
finite. Thus for Z actions there is no co-infinite case. Since totally ergodic Cha
con Z2 actions have MSJ, they are simple, prime, and have a trivial commutant.
Thus we obtain the following:

Corollary 8.2. Let £ = (T,S) be a totally ergodic Chacon Z2 action and
'11: Z2 -+ Z2 an injective homomorphism, '11 = (: ~) with nonzero determinant.
Then the action £ 0 '11 = (Tose, TbSd) is simple and prime. Furthermore
C(£ 0'11) = C(£) = 1£1 = (PST: (s,r) E Z2).

In the case G = Z it was also shown in [JRu] that if T has MSJ then rn and
Tm are disjoint for alllni * Imj, and moreover, supposing that Tand T-I are
not isomorphic, then Tn and T-n are disjoint for all n * 0. More generally T
has the property minimal power joinings (cf. [JRu]). Similar results for flows ap
pear in [JP]. Our next few results generalize this circle of ideas to locally com
pact abelian group actions.

Proposition 8.3. Let £ be a G action and let '111, '112: r -+ G be continuous
injections. Suppose C(£ 0 'I1d = C(£ 0 '112) = I£ I. If the actions £ 0 '111 and £ 0 '112
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are isomorphic, then there exists a continuous automorphism A of G so that
1'/2 =A 01'/1. In particular, G/H1 and G/H2 are isomorphic.

Proof. Since £ 01'/1 and £ 01'/2 are isomorphic, there exists R E U so that
R 0 (£ 0 1'/1)'Y 0 R- 1 = (£ 0 1'/2)'Y for all 'Y E r. For all g E G, R 0 £g 0 R- 1 E

C(£ 01'/2) because

Since I£ I = C(£ 01'/2), it follows that

(8.1)

for some g' E G. We write g' =A (g) and note that the function A: G -4 G is well
defined since the action £ is effective and A is clearly measurable. It is easy to
check that A is a homomorphism. Reversing the roles of 1'/1 and 1'/2 and repeat
ing the argument, we have R-1

0 £g' 0 R = £g". Effectiveness together with (8.1)

implies g =gil so A is an automorphism. Moreover, A is continuous by Banach's
Theorem [Ba] on the continuity of measurable group automorphisms.

Now by (8.1),

for all 'Y E r, so that 1'/2 =A 01'/1. To prove the statement about quotient groups,
we observe that since 1'/2 =A 01'/1 we have A (Hd =H 2 • The result follows. •

Theorem 8.4. Suppose 1'/1 and 1'/2 are continuous co-compact injections of
r into G. Suppose £ is a G action with MSJ such that £ 0 A is not isomorphic
to £ for any A * Id. Then £ 01'/1 and £ 01'/2 are disjoint if and only if 1'/1 * 1'/2.

Proof of Theorem 8.4. Since £ 0 1'/i is simple it suffices by [JRu] to
show that if £ 01'/1 and £ 01'/2 are isomorphic, then 1'/1 = 1'/2. Suppose

(8.2)

Since £ has MSJ, it has a trivial commutant. Let A : G -4 G be the automorphism
from Theorem 8.2 with 1'/2 = A 01'/1. By (8.2),

R-1 0 (£ 0 1'/d'Y 0 R = (£ 0 1'/2)'Y = (£ 0A 01'/I)'Y.

It follows that £ IH, is isomorphic to (£ 0 A) IH,. By [JRu], any two simple ac
tions which have isomorphic restrictions to a co-compact subgroup must be iso-
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morphic. Thus it follows that £ 0 A is isomorphic to £. This implies A = Id and

1'/1 = 1'/2' •

Corollary 8.5. Let £ be a G action with MSJ, and suppose £ 0 A is not iso
morphic to £ for any automorphism A of G. Let {1'/1' .•. ,1'/r}, 1'/i: r --+ G, be a
collection of co-compact injections. Then the only (£ 01/1) x (£ 01'/2) x ... x
(£ °1/r) invariant measures are products of off diagonals.

This is obtained from Theorem 8.4 by following [JRu).

Comment. The property stated in the conclusion of the last theorem will
be called minimal r joinings, i.e. MrJ. If it holds for every possible r, then we
say £ has minimal co-compact joinings (minimal co-finite joinings if G is dis
crete), i.e. MCJ. For specific groups these properties have already been studied
under different names. The Z case is called minimal power joinings in [JRu).
When G =R there are two possibilities: r =Rand r =Z. The first case is called
minimal rescale joinings and was shown to hold for the Chacon flow in [JP). The
second case is also studied in [JP). As we noted in the introduction, horocycle
flows provide examples of flows with MSJ but not MCJ.

Corollary 8.6. Every totally ergodic asymmetric Chacon Z2 action, and in
particular e, has minimal co-finite joinings.
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